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Dear Readers:
On May 9, 1982 President Reagan proposed signi·
ficalll reductions in the lIumber oj nuclear warheads
and weapons. On M ay 31, 1982 he illdicated that the
Ullited States would "re/raill from actiolls which
undercut" the SA LT 1/ Treao'.
These 101l/t"all'aited steps desen!eapplause. However,
troubling questiolls remain. The price tag 0/ the
deJense budget and the defillition oj lIational security
are two uppermost ill the minds oj many.
Th e Jun e FOR UM presellts a I'ariety a/writers who
cOIIJront these al/xieties. Johll Tower tells why the
deJellse buildup is necessary. while a Ripon analysis
explores something many Republicans hDl'ejust begun
/0 thillk ahoUl: the political alld economic costs 0/
defense spending. Altoll Frye calls Jor restoring
diplomacy. pillS examines a new source o/incomeJor
thedtifellse budgeL The meaning oJsecurio' is addressed
in Les Janka's article 011 the Middle East. Combined
with cQlI/rasting opinions Oil the lIuclearjreeze. a clear
question mark emerges: what price are we willing /0
pay Jor a debatable definition oj secun'ty?

Interested In nuclear prOliferation and
new flOde",lIom? Declining thrlflln8tltutlonl
and h •• tth care aervlces? Or concemed
about the crfmlnelju8tlce 8ystem?
If so, recent Ripon papers may anawer
your qu..tlonL Jult send '1.50 (..., to:
11M Itlpon SoGIttty

411 N_J.ruyAv.nu., 5 . E.
W••hlngton, D.C. 20003
• Avoiding Armageddon: Reintroducing Stability in the
Nuclear Arena
• Empowering State and Local Goyernments
• Thrift InstitutIOns. Commercial Banks. and MoneyMarket Funds: A Ripon SOCiety Proposal
• Long-Term Health Care and Preventive MedICine:
Pragmatic Reforma and Initiatives
• RefOlms '" the Criminal Justice System: Implementa·
tion by State Legislatures

RIPON FORUM

A Ripon Analysis:
The Political and Economic Costs of Defense
D
efense spending. it appears. is quickly becoming the
Reagan administration's Achilles heel. Although great victories
were scored during last year's lax and budget battles. the White
House has now found a thorny test the five-year. trillion dollar
defe nse buildup. Despite Congress having authorized the Pentagon
177 billion dollars for procurement in fisca l year 1983. the defense
debate is anything but over.
Some observers question the strategic wisdom of the president's
plan. Certainly Mr. Reagnn's laudable moves to reduce the number
of existing nuclear warheads and weapons have allayed some fears.
However, many remain skeptical about the logic of anniog to
disann. T he president's wish list - MX missiles, 81 and Stealth
rombers. 8 -525 with air-launched eruise missiles, two nuclear
aircraft carriers. two anti-tank programs. and most threatening.
chemical weapons - has left many wondering if this is real security.
This position has been voiced best by columnist James J.
Kilpatrick. a surprising source.
.. What eanhly difference does it make." Ki lpatrick
recently wrote, "if the Soviet Union has 7 .868 megatons of destructive capacity and we have only 3.505
megatons? Is it really material that we have 9.480
warheads, and the Soviets have but 8,0400 Does any

person seriously supjX.lSe that if we were to double our
nuclear arsenal. while the Soviets obligingly stood still.
such 'parity' would have meaning?"
But some have more than strategic doubts. Their problems with
the president's plan are economic: should we be spending such an
exorbitant amount for national defense? Concerns have already
been expressed from different comers.
According to a recent study by the J oint Economic Committee.
the 30' pereent increase in defense spending will worsen industrial
bottlenecks and create cost-overruns in defense procurement.
Indications show that bottlenecks now exist at lhe lower tiers of the
defense industry. Smaller prime contractors. sub-contractors, a nd
part suppliers are experiencing lengthy delivery delays for major
weapons because of the lack of supplier capacity and because of
shortages in production equipment, materials. and skilled labor.
If this continues, the Joint Economic Committee concludes. cost
overruns will increase 10 mee t existing needs. This would ra ise
defense expenditures, thus leading IOwhat some fear would be a new
bout of inflation as more resources will be transferred from civilian
to defense industries.
Another sticky economic problem the Reagan administration
faces is the regional imbalance in the defense budgeL The Sunbell.

"Some have more than strategic doubts. Their
problems with the president's plan are
economic: should we be spending such an
exorbitant amount for national difense?"
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with California and Texas leading the way, is the principal recipient
of defense dollars, In those states reside mos t of the nation's defense
contractors and high technology finn s.
According to one recent study. California will receive over S29
billion in fiscal 1982 defense expenditures. Seven of its congres.<;ional
districts. in facl. will receive over one billion dollars. BUI every other
major industrial state will suffer a net loss in its balance of payment
with the Pentagon (more tax dollars paid than Pentagon dollars
received). Oflhe 100 congressional districts in the Midwest. 94 are
net losers. In the Nonheasl. 78 of 1()4 suffer likewise.
Insult may be added to injury as those industries and regions
currently experiencing high unemployment do not benefit directly
from military spending.. This. of course. exacerbates the president's
political problems abou t the equity of his budget.
Politics. perhaps. is best left out of any debate over national
defense. However. man y Republicans may think (){herwise afte r
November. Jr the public continues to question the soundness of
defense strategy, such 8S the nllclear freeze movement is doing, and
if inflation is aroused by defense dollars. then some GOP office-

"Politics, perhaps, is best left out ofany debate
over national security. However, if the public
continues to question the soundness of defense
strategy and if inflation ;s aroused by defense
do llars. then some GOP office holders may be
sent packing. "
holde rs may be sent packing..
A clear example is brought out in the debate over the Navy
budgel. Already the third leg of the defense pyramid has made clear
its intcntions to modernizc. According to Secretary of the Navy
John Lehman. the U.S. should altain "clear maritime superiority"
and be "visibly offensive." Regarding calls for defense CUiS. such as
those voiced by ve teran Rep. John Rhodes. R-Ariz.. and former
President Gerald Ford. as .. trendy," uhman plans to develop a
Navy with large, fast and well·armored ships.
But the plan has drawn fire from experienced observers. John
Robens. dean of Wayne State University Law School and former
general counsel of the Senate Anned Services Committee. is one of
several who have qllestioned the utility of more large nuclearpowered submarines. In a recent editorial, Robens wrote: ' "The
Navy should be strengthened. but what it necds most is more ships
and more nexible striking power. not more expensive large carriers
and submarines. In a time of Shrinking resources available to the
national governmenl. we mllst think about what son of defense
budget we really need."
Congressional leaders are aware of this concern. As one
congressional aide said du ring an interview forthis article. a growing
constituency now exists for cutting defense. Congressional mail. he
said. is "voicing the desire many have to streamline military
spending."
Rep. Pete McCloskey. R-Calif.. sees the same thing occurring.
During a recent interview, McCloskey said he had been told by a
clear majority that defense must be CUL Although most recommend
reasonable cuts. one oil company executive even told McCloskey. a
House veteran, that $40 billion of defense reductions should be
made. And aller a town meeting in Sunnyvale. California, home of
Lockheed and other defense-related fi nns. McCloskey claimed that
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three out of fou r participants wanted cuts ofS 14 billion or more. In
comparison. he said. only a handful of California voters have not
expressed concern about the size of the budget deficit and its
innationary potential.
Recognizing these signals. McCloskey and leading moderate
Republican Senate hopeful. Rep. Millicent Fenwick. R-NJ .. have
called for cuts in the defense budgel. McCloskey has outlined S 14
billion of roollelions by limiting defense spending to a three percent
real increase. Fenwick has called for cuts in several major weapons
systems. hoping to avoid what one aide called the "crushing
dilemma"' Republicans face.
Likewise, doubts about the nuclear arsenal have been felt on
Capitol Hill. (See Forum articles on nuclear freeze.) During a
recent Senate colloquy on this issue. several Republican leaders
spoke OUL
Senator Charles Mathias. R-Md.. told the gathering that "'the
American people are out in front of their leaders. Today. after 3~
decades of attention to other mailers. American pllblie attention is
focused on this central issue of OllT time - how to reduce the risk
that nuclear war will ever ocellr."
Senator Slade Gorton. R-W ash., expressed the same sentimenl.
Alter a recent trip home. Gonon said there was a central theme to
nearly every question and comment how to have a safer. sane r
world. In Gorton'S words. "that world will only come aoom when
the ever increasing stockpiles of nuclear arms are controlled.
restricted. reduced. and if at all possible, eliminated."'
The impact is also being felt in Illinois. Senator Charles Percy. RIll.. said a "clear and consistent" signal came through during a
reccnt. overflowing town meeting in WinneLka, Illinois ... Americans
are anxious and indeed frightened," Percy said "by the prospect of
nuclear war in their lifetime." And most of all. he told the gathering.
"there is anxiety over the delay in opening negotiations with the
Soviets on strategic arms reductions."
The most realistic approach to controlling defense spending and
its costly effects may come through anns control. As John Chafee.
Republican senator from Rhode Island and host of the Senate
conference, said. "' If we know what we will be allowed to have
through arms control agreements. if we know the limitations. then
we know how milch can be spent and how much cann(){ be spent."
Whether these same considerations will be taken to heart in the
Pentagon and the White HOllse remains unclear. Although the
president's call for long-term reductions in nuclear arsenals is
commend:lble. the attitude remains that a defense buildup is
necessary, if not critical. As one Defense Department orncial said,
no one who has seen the Soviet threat could think otherwise.
If it comes to a choice between smaller deficits or a smaller
defense. indications from the Pentagon are that larger deficits are the
lesser of two evils. They are aware what this will doto members on
Capitol Hill facing tough reelection prospects. But they maintain
lhal sacrifices must be made. The question Americans need to ask
themselves. says General Mike Cousland. deputy assistant s~ retary
of defense for public affairs. is "what price are they willing to pay for
security?"'
If recent trends are to be believed. the American people are asking
themseh'es this question. Their answer is nO( yet complete. but
preliminary deductions can be made: reason must reign. The
defense increase must not wreak havoc on the economy and realism
must guide deterrence strategy. Ifno!.. v(){ers will react in November.
leaving Republicans the clear losers. What the Reagan administration
mus t ask itselfthen. is what price is it willing to pay for a defense plan
many have begun to question?
•
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u.s. National Defense in Perspective
by u.s.

Senulor)oh" Tower

T
he striking aspect of this year's defense budget debate is that it
has not centered on our national defense needs. For the most pan.
outside of the Department of Defense and congressional Anncd

Services Committees, the discussion has been couched in terms of
overall budget considerations.
TIus approach has dangerous implications. National defense is.
in fact. the primary responsibility of national government. II also is
exclusively a federal function. No state or tocal gcl\'cmment, no
private enterprise. can take up the slack left. by federal neglect.
Our natio nal defense spending must be driven by the nature oflhc
threat \0 our national interests in the world. T his threat. from the
Soviet Union and its surrogates, is growing.
My long experience as a member of the Armed $el"\'ices
Committee has led me to the concl usion that it would be a grave
error to make significant reductions in the administration's defense
budgeL
Global Pe rs pec tives
There can be no question that the first point of departure should be
an explanation of U.S. foreign policy objectiVes and ou r role in
tOOay's troubled world.
We have become. in a sense. an island nation heavily dependent
on external sources for energy. vital metals and minerals. and on the
international marketplace. Open sea lanes are essential to our
economic health.

"There must be no illusion thal a significant
overall reduction in defense will not be noticed
by our allies and adversaries. It will also be
reflected in a reduction %ur capability to wage
and sustain combat. ..
The magnitude of U.S. interests in Europe. Asia. and the
Western Hemisphere is represented by our participation in eight
formal treaties im'o lving national security commitments to fortytwo countries.
The need to fulfill these commitments is driven by a clear
perception of nations I interest. Our military presence overseas is a
result of the prudent military axiom which tells us to defend our
interests as close to the source of danger. and as far from our borders
as possible. The basic objective of our overseas presence is the
defense of North America.
Thus, through geographic circumstance and historical and
e\'olutionary processes. ou r national interests have been determined.
and our foreign policy commitments developed to support them.

Johll Tower iy a RepUblican sellalorfrom Texas alld the chaimlOlI
oj Ihe SCI/tile Armed Sen·ices Comllli/tee'.
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These commitmems. when combined with an analysis of potential
threats, dictate our military requirements.
In recent years. the threats to our interests have increased.
demanding the attention of the United States and its traditional
allies to repairing unfa\'orable shifts in the military balance in
Europe and in Asia. Howe\'cr, additional threats have arisen in
areas not covered by the sys tem of Western alliances. and in Latin
America. where our strategic \'ulnerabilit y must not be underestimated.
Against these military requirements. the Joint ChiefsofStaffhave
long recommended an "acceptable risk" force structure which
wou ld support our national security commiunents. \Ve are currently
well below that recommendation. That is the basis for the judgment
of our military leadership that U.S. forces arc stretched too thin and
that, in the event of serious crisis or conflict. the risks of an
unfavorable outcome are too high.
There must be no illusion that a Significant overall reduction in
defense will not be noticed by our 311ies and 3dversaries. and will nOl
be reflected in a reduction of our cap3bility to wage and sustain
combat. Such reductions wil/ be noticed and will once again cast
meaningful force improvements into the uncertain future with a
concomi tant increase in strategic risk. M embers of Congress cannot
separate themselves from the foreign policy consequences of
defense budget reductions.
The Defense Budget in Perspective
In addition to reviewing the manner in which defense spending
supports foreign policy commitments. we should also take a cold,
hard look at the annual investment in defense as an element of our
lotal economic effort.
This administration was elected on a policy platfonn which fully
articulated its intent to moderate growth in spe nding for social
programs and increase spending for defense. Though painful to
some. this proposed change in priorities is being implemented in 3
manner much less dramatic th3fl popularly believed.
Accordin g to the Congressional Budget Office. adminisu3tion
da ta indicate that the national defense function would increase from
6.1 percent of gross national prOOuet(GNP) in 1982 to 7.3 percent
in 1986 lUld 1987. Over the 1983- 1987 period, the administration's
proposed outlays wou ld ave rage 6.9 percent of GNP. C BO nOles
that this is higher than the average for the preceding five ycars
(1978- 1982) during which the average defense share of G NP was
5.4 percent. It is lower, however. than the 10 perccnl average for
several years following the Korean War.
C BO goes on to note:
"Relative to total federal unified budget outlays national
defense outlays from 1978 to 1982 were about 25
percent - the lowest share since World War II. The
administration's 1983 budget indicates that this share
would increase to about 37 percent by 1987 - a level
lasl reached in 1971. In the post- World W ar II period.
national defense as a percent of unified budget outlays
exceeded 37 percent each peacetime year from 1954
to 1970,"
In my view. some reductions in entitlements may be necessary.
H owever. my principal concern is some prominent coalition might
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agree to cut defense, with some hoping to reduce the deficit but
others actually intending to add money to domestic programs. in
which case the defense program woWd go down and the deficit
would remain high - two unacceptable outcomes.
For these reasons, I believe we can safely set aside the argument
that the fede ral budget is abnormally skewed in favor of defense. In
historical context. President Reagan's budget still falls shon of
previous levels of defense spending. Gi ...en our greatly weakened
defense posture. one might ask whether. in fact.. the president is
doing enough.
Maintai ning the Defense Program
Another imponant measurement is the level of elTon required to
maintain the tOlal defense program from year to year. Secretary
Weinberger has stated. and CBO has confirmed, that 93 percent of
annual defense outlays are already committed when the fiscal year
begins. These outlays arc composed of military and civilian
payrolls, a minimum level of operations and training. and commitments from prior year programs. Thus, even by eliminating all new
investment initiatives, the minimum operating cost of defense would
be 5200.8 billion in FY 1983.

Hit is sheer hyperbole to couch the defense

debate in terms ofguns and butter. We have an
economy which can produce both. ..

Dudget Optio ns
There are numerous ways to address our options in assessing the
allocation of defense dollars. Let me assess the realistic options for
major defense cuts in terms of the program objecti\'es and priorities
which serve as the main pillars of defense spending: readiness.
modernization and force structure.

Readiness
Readiness refers to the near-term ability of units to fulfill their
assigned missions. It is based on the number and mix of personnel.
and on the avai lability and condition of equipment.. So called
" readiness accounts" do not exist.. Only balanced improvements
contribute to solid readiness.
For example, some budget proposals will reduce or freeze
military pay. Yet one of our mos t recent readiness problems has
been related to personnel retention. I can guarantee that any backing
off from our commitment to improve military compensation will
have a negative effect on retention and personnel readiness.
Another area of concern is widespread equipment shonages in
ground forces . A basic lack of equipment continues to be the Army's
most fundamental readiness problem.
The message is simply this: don't expect 10 s ustain, let alone
improve the current readiness of our forees if you intend to generate
"savings" in personnel compensation or procurement.. Maintaining
readiness is a multi-faceted problem, and higher operational and
training tempos. which many equate with improved readiness. will
actually degrade the readiness of our forees if those forces are
undermanned and underequipped .
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Modernization
The second option is to reduce modernization or investment
Since the eMly 1970s. the Services have strived to implement a
modernization program that would be responsiVe to the changing
threat By all accounts. these modernization plans were underfinanced; and we have paid dearly in terms of money lost to innation
and inefficient rates of production. overlapping resource requirements. and reduced capabilities. Major modernization programs arc
now under way for strategic and ground forces: significant
investment requirements for tactical aircraft remain: and an
expanded shipbuilding program is planned.
This effort must be balanced. We should not make the mistake of
trading systems and capabilities like baseball cards. An appropriate
balance among strategic. land. sea, and air forces - and the infrastructure required to support them - is essential to maintain the
flexibility required by our political leadership. Morcover. a balanced
and sustained modernization efTon translates into a warm industrial
base which will provide a hedge against mobilization and force
expansion scenarios.

Force Strueture

In the face ofsignificant budget reductions. the third option is to
reduce force structure.
Because our force structure is not now large enough to support
effectively our foreign policy commitments, my initial impulse is to
rejcct such reductions. However. in committing oursch'es to nearterm readiness and to redressing inefficiencies in defense production
and quantit3ti\'e and qualitative deficiencies against the threat. there
may be little alternative to reducing the overall size of our forces.
should significant defense cuts occur.
Rather than make general reductions in personnel and O&M
which arc unrelated. the better management method is simply to
reduce force structure. By taking force structure. we will ensure a
balanced reduction in operations. training. logistical suppon. and
civilian and military personnel.
I should emphasize that I do not favor these force structure
reductions but will pursue them if budget pressures become too
severe.
While some might charge thllt this is pure hyperbole, I would
suggest they review the budget amendment of last October and the
priorities set by Secretary Weinberger in March of 198 1. The
record will show that defense priorities consist of strategic force
modernization. readiness. modernization. and force structure.
Force structure growth is the last priority in the current five-year
defense plan, and remains the last priority should Significant
reductions be imposed. When the Services made budget reductions
last fall. all three took force structure. The Chiefs ofStllff arc united
in their view tha t they would rather have a slightly smaller. fully
manned and well-armed force structure than one which is. in effect..
hollow.
Summary
So given the proposed balance between spending for defense and
domestic programs. it is s heer hyperbole to couch the defense
budget debate in terms of guns and butter. We have an economy
which can produce both. Only a balanCed, well-equipped, and ready
national defense eapability can provide the deterrent to aggression
and the global stability upon which our security and our prosperity
depend. We must not sacrifice. therefore. this essential capability
•
for some momentary budgetary comfort.
RIPON FO RUM

National Security in the Reagan Era
b)' AIIOII F IJ'I'

R
a Rao. the philosopher. once defined the role of scholars in
public affairs as a moral imperative: speak truth to power. That;s a
wonhy standard, but the world of public policy is filled with man y
contending values of which truth is not alwa ys the fi rsL I.ndeed. it is
not cynicism to say that wisdom in public policy mus t range beyond
the tru th - in the sense of fac ts thoroughly marshalled and
accu ratel y assessed - to issues of interest and objectives outside
the reach of mere analysis. Political wisdom is more than evidence:
it is judgment in the Solomonic sense of the term. In a democratic
community, wise policy must be grounded in evidence but it must be
constructed with keen appreciation of the preferences and concerns
of those it seeks to serve.
There are few realms of public policy in which it is so difficult to
balance these intellectual and political elements as in the field of
national security and foreign policy, T he arcane nature of defense
policy with its megatons and megabucks. its constraints of jargon
and classification, often breeds excessive defere nce to the experts
who lire presumed to possess the truth about such matters, At the
same time. national security issues are prey to the blinding power of
emotional rhetoric. playing upon the real and potent fears of an
increasingly dangerous world. Both of these polar perils - hyperintellectualism and hyper-emotionalism - have affected American
security policy. sometimes simult.1neously. If we arc to govern these
tendencies. we must bring to discussions of national security issues
an alert and wary eye both for the substance of policy and for the
political context in which that policy is embeddcd.
De fense and the Budge t
As an example. rising controversy o\'cr the fiscal 1983 defense
budget and the five-year defense program makes clear that we face
excruciating decisions regarding both general budget levels and
specific programs. Many legislators arc caught in severc crosspressures between their commitment to a stronger defense and their
repugnance for the intolerable deficits contemplated in the president's
budget projections - defici ts ranging from one to two hundred
billion dollars a year in the next several years. Others also wish to
strengthen our defenses but will resist mounting expenditures if they
involve further curtailment of domestic social spending. There is
now little prospect that the preside nt's defense proposals will
survive intact. The question is how and in which directions the y will
be adjusted, My purpose here is not to offer a full blown set of

A Iton Frye is senior/ello l\'{JIzd Washingtofl direcloro/the Couflcil
0 11 Foreign Relalions. This anicle is adapled/rom his rema rks (asl
Febnlo ry' al Th e H efldricks Leclure oJlhe V"h'ersil), o/Nebraska.
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prescriptions to deal with this many-faceted problem. Rather it is to
offer a few ideas which could help delineate a growth path for
defense programs capable of marshalling sustained bipartisan
support for the coming decade.
Proposals already abou nd to cut back on the surge of defense
spending.. Cuts of major magnitude will be difficult to achieve and
must be extracted bit by bit from a variet y of programs. Different
people will have different priorities as to which programs should be
cut but prime candidates now include the MX missile program.
which offers no solution to the assumed vulnerability problem
already plaguing the land-based missile force: the two nuclear
carners. whose enormous capital COSts invite either cutback to a
Single carrier. elimination of both or a shift to conventional power for
the ships: and the Navy's F 18 ai rcraft. whose enormous cost growth
now makes it scarcely less eXJX)ns;ve than the more capable F14.
T here is some sentiment in senior circles of the Senate Armed
Services Committee to avoid major procurement reductions by
taking major cuts in existing force structure, perhaps reducing the
number of active duty units while improvi ng readiness in the
rem aini ng force s.
No less difficult than the job oftrimm ing current defense outlays
will be the task of moderating the surge in multi-year obligational
authority for defense purposes, Experienced defense professionals
from Hyman Rickover to Melvin Laird arc exceedingly doubtful
that the defense establishment can absorb such extraordinary
growth without congestion in the budgetary pipeline and acute
inflationary pressures over the next several years. W hile defense
programs req uire s ubstantial balances for efficient management
from year to year, backlogs in obligational authority of the
magnitude now likely arc bound 10 create serious inflationary
competition for scarce resources and man ufacturing facilities at a
time when the private economy is struggling to recover. In short, the
Congress and the president will ha\'e to revise the defense program
with an eye to the grave strains under which the American economy
is now laboring.
IncreaSing Revenues
In IIddition to the stretchout in defense spending which Congress
will surely impose. there is a vital need to increase revenues to
s upport the force modernization which will continue. The president
has resisted calls from Republicans and Democrats alike to defer
portions ohhe subs tantial income tax cuts enacted last year. As the
search for additional reve nues contin ues, however, one candidate
for fundin g national security programs warrants a fre sh look.
Despite the widespread aversion to tax increases. one wonders if it
might be possible to harness the broad public support for stronger
defenses to a defense program modernization tax on gasoline. The
timing could hardly be better, since gasoline prices have fallen
substan tially from their peak in early 1981. Indeed. a tax which
7

merely recouped the drop in the average price per gallon, rounded
off to an even ten cents per gallon, would produce overS II billion in
revenues to underwrite new defense initiatives. Such a tax would
make good sense in national security terms by further discouraging
consumption of the imported oil which has complicated our
vulnerability in recent years. Coming at a time when the international
oil market is flat. timely imposition ofsuch a tax would alsodecrease
the future leverage of OPEC and would serve a worthy conservation
purpose as wetl. Funhennore. such a tax could cover the bulk of the
projected costs for the Rapid Deployment Force now being
developed largely to protect Western interests in the Persian Gulf
region.
Thus, powerful logic could support such a levy and skillful
political leadership could rally a broad coalition to support such a
defense program tax. Indeed. the proposal by the AFUCIO to
increase taxes for defense purposes, although different in fonn,
suggests the possibility of diverse support for a special defense levy,
partly in order to ward off additional pressure on domestic social
programs which have already been sharply pruned.
Whether this idea or some other plan to raise the needed funds
ultimately proves wisest, we shall have to muster aU our insight and
imagination to refine the administration's defense proposals and to
fund them satisfactorily.

Tbe Need fo r D iplo macy
But we should also look at the diplomatic side of the nation's
security dilemma. The focus on the alleged window ofvulnerability
has diverted attention from the windowofopportunity which may be
open, at least temporarily, for nuclear arms limitations. The pattern
here is a familiar one, for the history of arms negotiations is largely a
history of lost opportunities. The understandable preoccupation

"Th e fo cus on the alleged window of
l'ulnerability has dil'erted attention from the
window of opportunity which may be open, at
least temporarily. for nuclear arms limitations. "

wi th the dangers of Soviet deception, bad faith or technological
surprise has obscured the great opportunity costs incurred at key
junctures over the last decade and a half. Repeatedly, the sluggish,
super-cautious pace of negotiations has allowed technological
change and steady deployment to mUltiply the conundrums facing
diplomacy. This becomes evident when one poses a series of
relevant questions:
- Would American security and international stability be
greater in 1982 if the United States and the Soviet Union had
entered mutual limits on the deployment of mUltiple warhead
missiles in 1970. as many senators propose&
- Would they be greater ifthe Vladivostok Agreement between
Presidents Ford and Brezhne v in 1974 had been promptly
implemented as the basis for subsequent reductions?
- Would they be greater if the United States and the Soviet
Union had promptly completed the SALT II Agreement in
early 1977, instead of entering a period of great friction in the
aftermath of the Carter administration's March 1977
proposals for a more far-reaching agreement?
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- Would the prospect for regulating superpower behavior have
improved or declined if the past decade had seen a series of
successful nuclear negotiatioos instead of the abortive and
halting measures which have spawned political commo tions
and arguably higher tensio ns between Moscow and Was hing,
ton?
The answers to these questions are not self-evident, but my own
conviction is that both powers would be far safer today if their
diplomatic efforts had been ns vigorous as their military development activities.
The Reagan administration has left no doubt of its skepticnl
approach to such negotiations. It has refused to ratify the SALT II
Treaty and has moved with painstaking s lowness to rectify its
alleged faults. To his credit, albeit under unrelenting pressure from
our European allies, Mr. Reagan has launched intermediate nuclear
force negotiations with his November J 98 1 proposals for the SI>
called zero option. And he has conveyed a hint of greater nexibility
in his far-reaching proposals for strategic anns reduction talks.
Beyond their political value as a reassurance to our EUropean
associates, these proposals could represent a viable basis for
genuine negotations to take place. Some suspect, however, that the
president sees this as an all-or-nothing, take-it-or-leave-it proposition.
If so, the outlook for the INF talks is bleak.

I ntegra ted

App roa~h es

Apart from the administration's pronounced skepticism about
negotiating arms restraints with those the president once called
"monsters," there is not yet apparent a coherent scheme to relate the
theater nuclear negotiations to the broader question of strategic
force levels. Bluntly stated, the intermediate nuclear force talks
cannot succeed without the establishment of a durable strategic
arms limitation framework, a fact underscored by the repeatcd
NATO communiques linking the theater force decisions to the
SALT contexL One reason for this prognosis is the simple fact thal,
from the Soviet standpoint, European-based nuclear forces capable
of striking the Soviet homeland are, by definition, strategic.
Compartmentalized diplomacy has little chance of success in this
instance.
Can one define a more int~grated approach which relates theater
force decisions to the central strategic balance? One promising
approach to a comprehensive design for limiting both thcatcr and
strategic forces might begin with the differing. though not necessarily
contradictory, political requirements laid oown by President Reagan
and President Brezhnev. Mr. Reagan insists that any future
agreement must involve real anns control, by which he means
Significant reductions in nuclear force s. Mr. Brezhnev, for his part,
insists that any future negotiations build upon the positive features of
past understandings, including the un-ratified SALT II Treaty.
This suggests an interesting possibility. Might it be feasible to
extend the overall ceiling o n strategic delivery vehicles specified in
SALT II to cover both strategic and long-range theater nuclC/iT
forces? Such a device would meet the Brezhnev demand to build
upon prior agreements and would serve the Reagan objcctive of
imposing substantial force reductions. Indeed, one notes that such a
ceiling might have many of the etrects sought in the March 1977
proposal in that it might oblige each side to reduce central strategic
systems to approximately 1,700 if it chose to retain 500 or SO
designated systems for theater purposes, a number quite close to the
planned deployment of U.S. ground-launched cruise missiles and
Pershing II missiles. From the standpoint of negotiability, such a
concept has the attractive features of meeting the Soviet demand to
treal long-range theater nuclear forces as strategic and of meeting
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the American concern to cover such systems as the Backfire bomber
which created so much controversy in discussions of SALT II. One
must also note that both Moscow and Washington are already
pledged to seek substantial reductions in their joint declaration of
principles for the profX)sed SALT III negotiations and one hears
from the d iplomatic grapevine that some Soyietleaders now regret
haYing rejected OUI of hand reductions of this magnitude in Ihe
March 1977 proposals by President Caner.
Two special problems would require attention. Something would
have to be done regarding the large number of dual·capable aircraft
now based on Warsaw Pact and NATO territory. In terms of
strengthening conventional deterrence, these aircraft would be far
more valuable if they we{e de-nuclearized and ayailable for
immediate use on the authority of local commanders in the even! of
armored invasions. Without elaborating the argument in detail. one
may note here that it should be possible to deal with this issue by
eliminating the nuclear storage and handling facilities in the
proximity of tactical air bases. This would be a reasonably yerifiable
provision lind. while such aircraft might be reconvened to nuclear
missions within a few hours of the onset of war. their initial non·
nuclear status should diminish pressures for preemptive strikes
against them and for premature escalation by them. It is also the
view of some authorities that the nuclear capability of these aircraft
is now thoroughly redundant, since potential targets can be covered
by other systems available to both the SovielS and the Western
allies. The de-nuclearization of tactical aircraft is probably a
prerequisite to any Significant limitation on long-range theater
nuclear forces.
A second problem is even more con YO luted and delicate. How
should a Soyiet· American ceiling deal with the existence of the
F rench. British and Chinese nuclear forces? Without presuming to
limit those forces. no ceiling is possible without taking account of
their existence. In my view. the United Slates shou ld seek a flexible
arra ngement with the SovielS which would permit us to work out
with our allies how to allocate that fraction of the nuclear force qu()(a
to be deployed in or around Europe. Should future growth in French
or British nuclear forces move beyond the overall ceiling. we wooid
relain the right either to adjust U.S. deployments or to concede the
right of the Soviet Union to some compensatory deployments. An
agreement of this kind would have the useful property both of
retaini ng a measure of collective decision. making among Western
allies and of creating pressures for res traint on future European
nuclear deployments. since our European partners might not
welcome either a likely reduction in U.S. nuclear forces in Europe or
an increase in Soyiet forces legitimized by prior Western actions.
Pragmatism. Not D ogma tism
This outline. of course, does noc pretend to exhaust theoomplexities
which such an agreement must resolve. But the critical need now is a
vision. a concept. a sense of direction to restore momentum to the
falte ring process of nuclear diplomacy. Wi thout fresh initiatives of
this natu re. American and allied strengt h will be sapped by
corrosive disagreements. In the absence of negotiated restraints, a
re-inYigorated American defense posture will purchase less security
than it otherwise could.
If the president is to salvage the precious consensus on national
security. he must demonstrate that he is more pragmatist than
dogmatist by propounding a program ofboth defense and diplomacy.
To do so. he must move now to forge a coalition of the constructiyes
embracing both liberal and conservative members of the House and
Senate. For he can only succeed if he recognizes that many of those
who did nOi work for his election arc prepared to work for his success
•
as president of all the people.
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From Rhetoric to Reality:
A New U.S. Approach
to Gulf Security

by LesJanka

O
ther writers in this issue have emphasized the imponance of
building up U.S. conventional forces. A major component of this
buildup is a "Rapid Deployment Force" designed for military
contingencies in Southwest Asia. Recent and current defense
budgets have included se\'eral billion dollars to enhance U.S.
capability todeterorcontain a Soviet military thrust into that region.
Nearly a billion dollars is currently programmed to improve variOl.lS
facilities in the region as operating footholds for the Rapid
Deployment Force. However, the realities and complexities of the
Gulf region demand that more attention be paid to the fX)litical
environment affecting U.S. interests there than to the more familiar
and manageable issues of geography and hardware. Accordingly,
this article analyzes the political context within which U.S. defense
resources must be applied to effecti\'cly protect and advance U.S.
interests in this critical area.
American attention has shifted from the Eastern Mediterranean
to the Gulf region because it is in thc Gulf that we must act to protect
the petroleum resources vital to the economies of the West and
critical to the Western defense posture. Concern about Soviet
innuence in a fractured Iran and strengthened U.S. relations with
Iraq and Saudi Arabia, both potential regional powers, will assume
higher priority than the stalemated Israeli-Palestinian connict.
where Israeli military dominance and relative security will increase
as Lebanon and Syria continue 10 crumble religiously and politically.
After the turbulent and tragic events in the Middle East during
198 1. the Israeli withdrawal from the Sinai provides the United
States a fresh opponunity to reassess its national interests in the
region and to recast its foreign and defense policies into closer
alignment with those interests and regional political rea lities. Such
new policies will effectively advance American defense objeclh'es
only if the Reagan administration is resfX)nsive to the lcgitimate
security and development concerns of the Arab Gulf states.
Am erican Inte rests in the Region
Short of preventing nuclear war. there is no higher priority for
U.S. fX)licy makers than ensuring peace and stability in the Middle
East and the Gulf. The Western stake in the region is so vital that
fai lure in this pursuit could jeopardize the economic health of the
West and Japan, the prestige and credibility of the United States as
a world leader. the cohesion of the Western alliance and ultimately
the global balance of power.
Amcrica's national interests within the region fall into four
fundamental categories: maintaining freedom of access to oil.
preventing the expansion of Soviet fX)wer and influence in the area,
developing our economic and political cooperation with the Arab
world. and honoring our national commitment to the independence
and security of Israel. The challenge lies not in identifying these
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interests. but in pursuing simuluwcously such diverse and sometimes
competing objecti ves. The first step is to assess priorities among
these interests and within our broader global interests.
In the Middle East the top American priority is, and must be.
assured access 10 the region's oil supplies. Although we may wish it
were otherwise. the United States will remain dependent on Middle
Eastern oil to meet significant domestic energy needs. So is the
economic survi val of Western Europe and Japan. whose collapse
would mdically alter our own political and economic future as well
as the global strategic environmenL Even though massive efforts to
conserve and to develop alternate sources have greatly lessened
imports. there is simply no prospect that the West and J apan ean
free themselves from their dependency on Gulf oil in the ncar tenn.
The realities of our global competition with the Soviet Union.
combined with our need for Middle Eastern oil. require an equally
high priority on limiting Soviet influence in the area. The threat is
not that Moscow would direct ly cut off Western oil supplies. The
greater danger is that, in acq ui ring a dominant influence in the oil·
producing countries. the Soviet Union would gain unparalleled
economic and political leverage, forcing the West Europeans lind
Japanese to accommodate themselves to Soviet power and shifting
Ihe global balance virtuall y overnighL
Close behind these two priorities is a majorinterest in maintaining
our commitment to the security and independence of Israel. This is
esscntialto our own ideals and to American international credibility:
it is crucial to insuring domestic support to our foreign policy; and it
is vital to preventing a new outbreak of war in the Middle East.
F inally. the United States has broad and increasingly important
interests in continuing and expanding its cooperation with the Arab
world. This is ke y to maintaining the stability of the international
fin ancial system. managing the flow of energy supplies. building
markets for our goods. and maintaining military and commercial
communication through the region.
In a broader context. the restoration of American military
credibility abroad and the recovery of our economy at home are the
priority objectives of a Republican administration anxious to restore
the U.S.4$oviet balance. Continued access 10 Middle East oil is
necessary to make these possible. Fitting this obje<:ti\'c into the
larger framework of U.S. ends and means drives the priorities and
tradeoffs that must be made in the Middle Eastern theater. In such a
global perspective, the traditional U.S. support for Israel cannot be
scparatc from our requirements for sccure cnergy supplies. As
contrary to established Washington rhetoric as this might be. onl y
such an unfettered perspective on U.S. interests will produce a set of
Middle East policies capable of ensuring security for Israel and
stability for the entire region.
Obstacles to EfTeelive Poliey Making
Within the Middle East the next few years will see ( I) a
continuation of the destabilizing effects of the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict, (2) new challenges to the internal stability of Arab statcs
resulting from rapid economic and social transfonnation, and (3)
divisions and rivalry within the Arab world, with the potcntial for
additionul connict among Arab states or between Arabs and Iran.
Making these trends more dangerous is renewed energy and
capability in the histonc Soviet dri ve for influence in the region. If
thc United States is to ha ve a rational approach that meets the
challengcs of the 1980s and secures American interests in this
complex environment. we must take a fresh. hard-headed look at
recell! U.S.· Middle East policies and at some of the basic
assumptions that lie behind them.
Bcfore we can discuss what must be done to build stability in the
Gulf. wc must first critically examine generally held assumptions
that American interests in the Middle East coincide precise ly wi th
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those of Israel. Largely due to domestic political considerations.
particularly in the Congress, American leaders have consistently
failed to distinguish between the American commitment to the
security of Israel and Washington·s acceptance of and support of the
particular views and p:>licies of a gi\'en Israeli government. Our
supp:>rt for Israel need not be uncritical or unlimited; toooftcn it has
led us to surrender our own independence of perception and policy
in the Middle East. Our relations with the A rab world are badly
served by the impression we have given that the Israeli government
has a veto over American policies.
Both Israel and the Unitl.'d States have vital interests in a stable
Middle East free of Soviet innuence. Gh'en Israel's criticaL almost
lotal. dependence on U.S. support. Americans can reasonably
expect a greater degrec of Israeli sensitivity 10 U.S. interests than
the allacks on Baghd3d and Beirut in July, 1981 demonstrated. A
profound friendship of genuine admiration has been dangerously
abused. A more objective relationship. based on a sounde r
foundat ion of mutual respect for each other·s vital intcrests, will
better serve both nations through the challenges ahead.

"Short of preventing nuclear war. there is no
higher priority for U. S. policy makers than
ensuring peace and stability in the Middle East
and the Gulf region• ••
Such objectivity will also require a skeptical view of the Begin
government's assertion that Isracl is a significant stratcgic asset to
thc United States. Contrary to current mythology. the basis for the
U.S. commitment to Israel is not fundamentally strlllegic. We must
distinguish Israel's need to be important to the U.S. from our real
strategic imperatives. Israel has not had a major function in the
traditional East-West military calculus. and Pentagon contingency
planning does not rely on more than a tertiary Israeli contribution to
the West's strategic position. Indced. Is rael more frequently enters
contingency planning out of concern that a new war between Israel
and ils Arab neighbors might provoke a broader war between the
supcrpowers.
Israel's respected military capability and superb facilities are
indeed valuable potential asse ts to the United States, but their actual
utility is highly depe ndent upon thc nature of thc crisis in which we
might need them. As we think about security in the region. we must
recognize that as long as Israel holds onto the OCCUpied territories,
the Arabs will find military cooperation thai also involves Israel
unacceptable and destabilizing. The prolongation of the IsraeliPalestinian conflict and our close support for. and consequent
identification wi th, Israel will continue to severely limit our own
ability to forge closer security links with the Arab Gulf states aimed
at restriC'ling Soviet innuence. The Reagan administration's elTans
in September of last year 10 flesh out such a strategic rel3tions hip
appeared 10 ignore these limitations.
We must also challenge gene ra lly held assumptions regarding the
Soviet threat and the U.S. military presence required to protect
American interests in the Gulfregion. Closely linkcd with argumcnts
in fa\'or of Israel's strategic value to the United States. these
assumptions hold that the Soviets have overwhelming military
capabilities close to the region, that Soviet encroachment, rather
than local instability, is the primary threat. and that the U.S.
position will be cnhanced by pennanent military bases with full·time
U. S. ground forces in the area,
We must be cautious not to accept at face value ass umptions that
the Soviets stand ten feet tall on the borders of the region and claims
that only a substantial U. S. military presence will suffice to protect
our interests. What is needed is careful analysis. not overreaction.
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Despitc considerable publicity given to a perceived Soviet
superiority provided by 10.20 or:30 Soviet divisions on its southern
borders. a detailed study of the USSR's ability to project that force
I.(HX) miles toward the Gulf leads to a somewhat less hysterical
view. The Soviet threat is real, but in tenns of an ability either to
push heavy annor divisions through the Caucasus and Zagros
Mountains or to airlift a significant military force to the Gulf and
support it with a well-defended logistics tail, the Soviet capability is
more limited. In short. their" Rapid Deploymenl Force" may not be
any better than our " Rapid Deployment Force."
While it is true Ihal the revol ution in Iran seriously weakened
America' s stralegic position in the region. Ihe trend of events
following Iraq's invasion of Iran reveals a situalion less tragic than
pundits proclaimed. Two years ago. who would have predicted the
frequent if not constant presence ofa two-carrier U.S. task force in
the Arabian Sea with 1,800 marines aboard. or a U.S. guided
missile cruiser (coordinated by Saudi based AW ACS patrols)
providing a significant air defense barrier at the head of the Gulf!
We must also recognize that the major Ihreats to U.S. security
interests in thc G ulf arc more political and regional in nature rather
than military aggression or direct Soviet intervention. A U.S.
overreaction to such Soviet threals, and a concerted elTort to force
our friends in the Gulf to accept thaI perception. could in fact
exacerbate local tensions that more directly threaten our interests.
Moreover. American attempts to create a strategic military partnership with Israel have only created further obstacles to Arab
acceptance of our good faith and intentions in shaping the American
response to Gulf security concerns.
While U.S. military capabilities are essential to prOlect the
Middle East and Gulf from extra· regional or proxy-forces. no U.S.
military power can provide internal stability. Our objective should
be portraycd and explained to our Arab friends as a partnership in
which we provide deterrence and defense against mutual external
threats. while encouraging our friends to defend themselves against
dangers internal to the region. O ne mutually urgent requiremen t. for
example. would be strengthening vulnerable oil facilities against
sabotage.
In the G ulf region. too visible an American military presence
could contribute to precisely the regional instability we are seeking
10 avoid. In particular. we should not try to force the acceptance of
penn anent military bases with full-time U.S. ground forces in the
region. We cannot afford to ignore historic Arab sensitivities to
centuries of W estern encroachment and the sincere warnings from
Arab governments with close ties to the West that they cannot
accept pennanent military bases on their soil. Too many articles
have appeared recen tl y that ignore these sensitivities and take for
granted Arab ability to receive a Western presence - or worse.
imply that such forces arc aimed at unstable or unfriendly !ocal
regimes. ra ther than at mutual threats.
It is difficult to thin k of a more counterproductive move on the part
of the United States than tryi ng to pressure governments like those
of Egypt or Saudi Arabia into providing bases which they are
convinced will destabilize their own countries. Ins tead. what is
needed is an elTective American rapid response capability based 011
an over-the-horizon presence that includes a pennanent naval force
in the Indian Ocean. access to facilities in times of crisis.
improve ment of intelligence and warning capabilities. and prepositioning of supplies. This must be done in the context of a global
restoration of U.S. military capabilities. which will be the real
strength underlying any American deterrent to Soviet adventu res in
the Gulf.
At the same time we can support indigenous elTorts al regional
security cooperation and enhance the ability of our friends todefend
themselves against local and internal threats that will exist
independently of the Ara~ l srae1i conflict. This can be accomplished
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in part through limited anns sales and military training along with
steps to help regional states improve their own internal security
systems against terrorism and local insurgencies. Because stable
moderate Arab states are the best barrier to Soviet expansion in the
Middle East. the United States should do all it can to build up the
sinews of modem nationhood and self-sufliciency in the region.
A New Strategy fo r G ulf Security
In light of the realities suggested above, the following measures
might be considered in laying a foundation for new American
Middle East policies based on the protection of American interests
against Soviet encroachments in the region.
First. our political leaders must find the courage to acknowledge
Ihat American and Israeli objectives in the Middle East arc not
totally congruent and. in some respects. often contradictory. To Ihe
degree that American global responsibilities clash with Israel's
shorter vision of Middle East realities. we must be prepared to treat
Israel as any ally whose interests we respect but do not allow to
override our own.

.. Within the Middle East the nextfew years will
see: J) a continuation ofthe Israeli-Palestinian
conflict, 2) new challenges to the internal
stability of Arab states and 3) division and
rivalry within the Arab world. "
Second. the United States should place its continued elTorts to
achieve a peace settlement in the context of its broader objectives in
the region. To the degree Ihat continued American pressure on the
Arabs for compromise and accommodation is not matched by
Israeli readiness to res train expansionist impulses and \0 take the
additional risks required for all evolution to peaceful relations wi th
ils neighbors. the United States should not pursue a hopeless or
counterproductive counre. T he search for a just and lasting peace
will remain fundamental to the long tenn security of both Israel and
the Arab states as well as to their view of the United States as a
reliable and essential friend. However, pending that distant success.
we might be beller served by a more aloof stance that avoids creating
undue expectations and relics on other avai lable means 10 foster a
positive stability in the region. With such a new perception. the
United States could establish healthier bilateral relations with mos t
states in the region and ta ke steps to protect its near-tenn regional
objectives free of the constant constraints of a mediator's role.
Third. we must reject both the approach that holds that solving the
Palestinian problem is a substitute for ta king concrete steps to
improve our own and our friends' military capability in the Gulf. and
the approach that olTers a purely military response in Ihe belief that
stability can be assured without a solution to the Israeli-Palestini an
problem. T he Soviel invasion of Afghanistan and the resurgence of
Islam have rendered the peoples of the Arab world even more
uncomfortable with communism and the Soviet Union. Coupled
wi th the stalemate of the Camp David process and a recogni tion by
the " rejeclionist" states that their opposition has only brought a
deterioration in their international position. these events provide us
a new opportunity to recas t our relations wit h the region on the basis
of genuine mu tual interests rather than reacting 10 thc outda ted
rhetoric of the Arab- Israeli conflict. To the degree that the Uni ted
States demonstrates that it is ready to act in accordance with its own
national interesls in the Gulf and respond even-handedly to the
legitimate security and national development needs of the regional
states, a Middle East more com patible with U.S. interests may
•
emerge.
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Republicans and the Nuclear Arms Freeze
by Mark Harroff and Joe McMahon

Retai ning Flexibility

O
n three offhe mOSt significant issues of the past two decades.
the Republican Party failed to project to the American people an
image of either moral or substantive leadership. Ironically. the pany
of Lincoln failed to associate itself with the cause of equal
opportunity andjustice forblack Americans: the panyofEisenhower
failed to be the driving force behind a Vietnam policy that worked:
and the pany of Teddy Roose\'elt did more to inhibit, rather than
enhance. the popular movement to protect and preserve America's
natural resources.
On these issues. Republicans, at beSt, are perceived to have been
like the politician in the fable who said. "there go my people: I must
catch up so I can lead them." At worst. we arc considered to hal'e
been obstructionists.
The national mOl'ement for a bilateral nuclear arms freeze is not
unlike the civil rights. environmental and Vielllam movements.
With widespread popular interest and heavy moral overtOnes. the
issue is one to which the RepUblican Party must respond. How we
do that will - substantively and symbolically - influence voter
responsiveness to Republicans for many years to come.
The current move in favor of a bilateral nuclear weapons fre eze
between the United States and the Soviet Union has captured public
attention and support like no other movement in recent memory.
The reasons for this public response are varied and complex. But
almost without exception, the rationale behind the freeze movement
is understandable. It's the rationale for the precise approach to
weapons control espoused by the freeze movement that is "awed
Much of the literature and rhetoric of the freeze movement detail
the likely results of nuclear war. Indeed. few would quarrel with
predictions of tile catasuophic des truction that would result from an
all-out exchange of U.S.-Soviet nuclear weapons. We can all be
assured that millions would die and the very fabric of our society
would be crippled or destroyed.
Fears also exist about the possibility of a nuclear weapons
exchange that could be triggered by an equipment malfunction or a
strategic or political miscalculation.
Polls show that these fears are held by overwhelming numbers of
Americans. Theirconcems are. to various degrees. valid Republicans
and the adminisU"ation must recogniZe them as such from the outseL
Symbolically. our party has everything to lose and little to gain by
being cast as the side of the freeze debate that is not equally as fearful
of - and committed to preventing - a nuclear nightmare.
What is more difficult to resolve is the task of detennining the
wisest U.S. defense and foreign policy in the face of this nuclear
threal. However. jf Americans perceive Republicans to be as
concerned about the threat itself. then we will have a chance for our
substantive approach to the problem to be rationally considered and
supponed.
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The most serious concern about the freeze movement among
many policymakers is the very simplicity of its premise. Clearly
stated. it calls for a U.S.-Soviet agreement to halt the testing.
production and funhe r deve1opmentofall nuclear weapons. missiles
and delivery systems in II manner that can be verified by both sides.
This premise leads to one overriding question that receil'es little
or no substantive response from freeze advocates. How. we mUSt
ask. does such a freeze position lead to U.S.-Soviet negotiations that
can result in the.actual reduction of nuclear weapons and delivery
systems? The answer. unfortunately. is that it doesn·t.
Preparedness is Ihe key to our overall strategy of deterrence. a
strategy that has served us well for a generation by assuring that the
Soviet Union would suffer unacceptable retaliation if it launched a
nuclear auack on the United States or its allies. For years following
the dawn of the nuclear age this theory proved sufficient to guarantee
U.S. security. especially during the period when the U.S. had
unquestioned nuclear superiority over the Soviet Union.
During the last decade. however. the Soviet buildup of nuclear
weapons. primarily a rapid increase in the number. size. and
accuracy of land-based missiles. has raised questions about the
strength and durability of our deterrence. At the same time. the U.S.
deployed no new land-based missiles. strategic bombers or
submarine-launched missiles.
It is futile to argue whether the U.S. is inferior or equal to Soviet
nuclear forces. In some instances. such as numbe r of missiles. the
Soviets outnumber the U.S. However. the U.S. outnumbers the
Soviets in numbers of nuclear warheads. We do know. obviously.
that the U.S. is no longer in a position of unquestioned nuclear
superiority. Our goal. therefore. should be negOl:iations that lead to
actual arms reductions.

Incentives to Negotiate
Anns negotiations require incentives. which points up the
primary flaw in the freeze movemenl. Given the recent Soviet buildup in nuclear weapons capability and the failure of the U.S. to
modernize its strategic nuclear forces. we face a basic dilemma in
motivating the Soviet Union to engage in meaningful arms reduction
negotiations.
The source of such motivation rests with U.S. willingness to
modernize its strategic nuclear forces. Freeze propone nts onen
ridicule this approach. branding it as a "build now to reduce later"
strategy that defies logic. But they miss the point. The key is U.S.
willingness to modernize forces. expressed through a strong
administration and congreSSional commitment to fund such
modernization in a timely manner with economic prudence.
Experience indicates that the Soviet Union responds to finn
commitments 10 modernize forces. Negotiations that led to the
ABM treaty got underway in earnest only after Congress indicated a
willingness to build an ABM system. Similarly. the Soviets showed
no interest in entering serious talks ai med at limiting or reducing
nuclear weapons in Europe until NATO made a commitment to
deploy Pershing II and groond-Iaunched cruise missiles.
A commitment to modernize our land, air. and sea-based strategic
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nuclear forces will send a clear message to the Soviets. It will show
U.S. willingness to maintain our deterrence and be.the primary
incentive to U.S.-Soviet anns reduction talks.
A freeze in the absence of an expression of such willingness is
likely to lead to a protracted period of stalemate over anns reduction
talks. This kind of stalemate would provide the ultimate irony of the
freeze movement by actually freezing the nuclear threat we all fear
without encouraging the arms reductions we all seek.
Major uncenainties. obviously. plague the effon to begin
meaningful anns reduction talks. A real concern is the stability of
the Soviet leadership and the likely [jne of succession. Another is the
lack of agreement over the location and date for such talks.
Nevenheless. every effon must be made to act soon so that talks can
begin after full preparation to provide the best possible chances for
success.

The Chairman' s Corner:
Salt II and the
Nuclear Freeze
by Jim Leach

S

omeone once observed that war is too imponant a business to

be conducted exclusively by generals. By their sup)X)n of the

nuclear freeze movement. the American people are proclaiming that
anns control - that is. survival - is too vital a concern to be left
exclusively to politicians.
Perhaps the most mischievous notion in modem politics is that the
United States may be in a position of nuclear inferiority with the
Soviet Union and that American security is somehow jeopardized
by a "window of vulne rability."
A s Dickens might have said: "this is humbug." When American
anned forces have the capacity to destroy the Soviet Union many
times over. there is no such conceptualization as inferiority. Death is
death. A human being cannot die twice.
The problem with the anti-freeze panisans is that their position
hinges on two assumptions: I) that the Soviets will stand still as we
develop more weapons. T his is nonsense. History shows that the
Soviet Union will commit at least as much as we d..J to further
weapons developmenL 2) anti-freeze panisans assume that more
nuclear weapons really matter. This. too. is nonsense. In a world of
nuclear o\'erkill and redundance. the U.S. and the Soviet Union are
like two rivals locked in a small room in a duel to the death where one
has 1.400 pistols and the other 1.200. The one with 1.400 has no
advantage. Oneofthe panics is likcly to be killed or maimed with the
first pistol used, and the survivor is likely to be wounded with
ricochet slugs.
T he terror implied in the anns control stalemate makes it anything
but a fad. A fad in American IXllitics might be defined as an idea
wit hout a constituency. The monumemal difference between the
anns control movement today compared to a year ago or twenty-six
years ago is that it has become quintessentially middle-class. It is
not a liberal movement. nor a youth movement. nor a panisan
undertaking.
For the first time in American politics anns comrol initiatives are
grassroots: they are pushing energetically from the bottom up. from
the hamlets and cities of America \0 our government.
In no uncenain tenns the American people are saying that issues
of survival cannot be allowed to stultify in the demagoguery of
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Maintaining Peace
The maintenance of peace is the goal of our defense and foreign
)X)licy. To reduce the risk of war. we must achieve the lowest
possible level of U.S.-Soviet military balance. This can best be done
by showing our willingness to maintain those forces that provide a
credible deterrence and provide the incentive for anns reductions
negotiations.
Republicans arc presented with an enonnous op)X)nunity by the
grass-roots interest in the nuclear threat and anns issue. By
projecting an image that we are second to none in our commitment to
lessening that threat. while aggressively pursuing an alternative
approach to the freeze that will. in fact. work. we can cam the
suppon of the millions for whom this will be the moral issue of the
•
decade.

presidential campaign rhe toric. Expressions of concern have become
institutionalized in churches. synagogues. business. unions. professional associations of doctors. lawyers. scientists. and teachers.
Middle-class America is taking a stand.
The surprise isn't how ra pidly the arms control issue has
materialized as a IXlpular national movement. but how late it has
been in blooming.
The president's May 9 speech at his alma mater. Eureka College.
therefore represents a timely recognition of the vital imponance of
entering into strategic anns control negotiations aimed at significant
reductions in nuclear weaponry.
II must be recognized. however. that the negotiation of a strategic
anns accord based on these principles will be an exceedingly
difficult and time-consuming endeavor. If nothing is done to put a
cap on the strategic arms race in the interim. the funher development
of destabilizing weapons on both sides may increase the danger of
nuclear war and complicate prospects for eventually reaching
agreement on substantial reductions of the kind proposed by the
president. The very far- reaching nature of the president's ST ART
proposal has thus made it more. rather than less. imponant that
existing restraints on the anns race be maintained and fonnalized.
There is simply no plausible reason for opposing ratification of
SALT II. which in fact puts a cap on deploymem of the most
destabilizing strategic weapons. As fonner Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger recently observed: " I have great difficulty understanding
why it is safe to adhere to a non-ratified agreement while iI's unsafe
fonnally to ratify what one is already observing."
It is therefore time to shclve the destabilizing rhetoric of the last
presidential campaign and get down to the serious business of
serious anns control. And it is also time to recognize that
unwarranted delay can be a profoundly destabilizing factor in anns
control.
The slow pace of U.S. decisionmaking coupled with the rigidit},of
administration rhetoric also runs the risk of precipitating a Soviet
decision to wait out the nellt two and a half years in the hope of
dealing with future American leadership that might be perceived as
less antagonistic.
Time is therefore of the essence if the START initiatives of this
administration are to be taken seriously by the Kremlin. It is
patemly clear that the best means of building the mutual confidence
that mus t underlie strategic anns reductions is to ratify an existing
agreement. the fruit of years of negotiations. that so serves our
mutual imereSI that it has thus far been infonnalJy observed by both
sides even in the absence offonnal ratification. START negotiations
have to stan somewhere. and there could be no more forceful a
•
signal of American resolve than ratification of SALT II.
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419 New Jersey Avenue
A Special Report: The Ripon-Bow Conference
The F irst Transatlantic Conference sponsored by the British
Conservative Party's Bow Group and the Ripon Society was held in
Washington. D.C. from April 2 1-24. Participating in the conference
were members of Parliament. Congress. and the T hatcher and
Reagan governments. Other noted panelists joined this prestigious
group in discussing issues of British·American concern.
T he gathering had particular significance as the Falkland Islands
crisis gained international attention. Panels. in fact. were held on:
" T he Future of NAT O" and "The Objectives and Coordination of
Foreign and Defense Policy:'
Addressing the NATO discussion were U.S. Secretary of
Defense Caspar Weinberger. British Minister of State for Defense
Peter Blaker, and U.S. Senate Anned Services Chainnan John
Tower. Blaker. in his rema rks which were covered by a number of
news services and the American television networks. said that the
issue at stake in the South Atlantic was not simply the future of 1800
people. nor of the Falkland territory. but "of the principle by which
we all wish the world 10 be governed. The rule of law or the rule of
force."
Blaker added: "We shall ofcotlfse see if there are any lessons to
be learned from the Falklands crisis when the dust has settled. But
the central thrust of Britain's defense policy remains an essentially
NATO oriented policy . .. " The top ranking civilian in Britain's
Ministry of Defense also pointed out that his nation is the second
largest contributor to NATO. giving nearly 5 percent of its annual
gross national proouct 10 NATO operations.
Weinberger and Tower joined Blaker in confi nning strong
suppon for NATO. saying that the U.S. could not survive without a
secure Western Europe. Although he said that President Reagan
wants an immediate reduction in medium range anns. Weinberger
reiterated the Reagan pledge to rebuild national defense. " History."
the defense secretary said, "is against those whoopp06e rearmament"
The two American leaders also claimed that the Soviet menace
mus t not be overlooked as the "military threat is greater tooay than
ever before." According to Weinberger, the USSR has doubled its
real defense spending since the 19605, increased its forces by 30
percent. and expanded without limit for the past two decades. Tower
also added that the U.S. can have a strong defense and a ~trong
economy.
Fonner U.S. Amassador to the Coun of St. James E11iot
Richardson emceed the second foreign policy panel. Joining him
were Cyril Townsend. member of Parliament and chainnan of the
Bow Group Foreign Affairs Committee. Keith Best, also a member
of Parliament, and U.S. Senator Mark Andrews. In trying to
elimin ate the threat of nuclear war. Richardson said. the goal of
American foreign policy should be "to lock a stalemate into place:'
By this. the noted Republican leader sunnised. both sides should get
into a strategic position where nuclear war is not possible.
Most panelists agreed that credibility and coordin ation were
crucial to the functioning of a smooth fore ign policy. A strong
domestic policy. some said. is quite important for international
harmony and the role of foreign aid must not be overlooked.
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Credibility. according to the panel. involves usable military units.
strategic deployment forces. and shared defense arrangements.
Ripon Chairman Jim Leach led a panel during the second day of
the conference on "The Battle for the Third World." Participating
were U.S. Assistant Secretary of State for Human Rights Elliot
Abrams, Bri tish M.P. Sir Peter Emery. U.S. International
Communication Agency Director Charles Wick. and Bow Group
Chainnan Niranjan DeVa Aditya.
In opening remarks before reporters and network cameras.
Congressman Leach claimed that the West can win the battle for the
Third World if it understands the strengths and weaknesses of the
Soviet Union. According to Leach. the Soviet capacity to produce
weapons is insufficient as "their ideology is bankrupt" and will only
lead to a "strategy of destabilization:'
Aditya. a native of Sri Lanka. said that Third World nations are
developing a "spontaneous taste for free enterprise:' Despite an
early dose of socialism. he pointed out that many underdeveloped
countries are re kindling their beliefs in market economics and
democracy, which he indicated is a prerequisite for free enterprise.
Economics was also the focus of two other panels. A comparison
of Reaganomics and Thatcherism kic ked off the three day gathering
and drew a spirited debate from panelists Jack Kemp, Richard
Rahn. Paul C raig Robens. Mark Carlisle. and Mr. Emery. The first
three arc noted ··supply-siders." while Carlisle is a fonner member
of the T hatcher cabinet.
Rep. Claudine Schneider. R- R.1.. Robert Woodson. chairman of
the National Center for Neighborhood Enterprise. and Rep. Tim
Petri. R- W is.. joined author George Gilder and John Lee. a member
of Parliament. in discussing internal economic issues. This included
an analysis of the British welfare state. American proouetivity. and
shared concerns about labor relations.
Other panels were held on realignment in British and American
politics. reindustrialization. and the role government plays in a free
economy. These drew a wide range of experts, including columnist
David Broder. fonner Senator Hugh Scott. R-Pa., and Clifford
Brown. author of the Ripon book. Ja'l','s oj Victory.
But perhaps the highlight of the conference came during its close
when a joint Ri pon-Bow press conference was held. W ith reporters
from the BBC, cable networks, and Washington stations in
attendance. Congressman Leach and Mark Carlisle, senior British
represe ntative on the trip, spoke on behalf of their respective
delegations in condemning "the naked aggression of the government
of Argentina."
In ajoint communique issued at the press conference by the Ri pon
Society and the Bow Group. the organizations' officers cal1ed upo n
the United States (days before the government actually did so) to
"cut off al1 Argentine exports to the United States until the crisis is
resolved." The communique went on IOcite the "special relationship"
had by Britain and the United States and concluded with a
reaffinnation of"our common heritage" and a commilment "to deal
together with our common problems."
The Bow Grou p is a Conservative Party research organization
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with 110 members in Parliament, 26 members in the European
Parliament. eight members in the Thatche r cabinet. and nearly 400
members at-large. Their goal is to provide intellectual guidance for
the party through poUtical analyses. Formed in 1951. the Bow
Group has also been credited with providing the inspiration for the
Ripon Society when it first began in [962.
Judging from the number of attendees. the attention of the
international press and. most importantly. the quality of ideas
discussed. the conference was quite a success. But. as with all such
events. this would nO( ha\'c been possible without the efforts ofmany
"loyal rOO( soldiers." In particular. conference co-chairmen Frederic
Kellogg. Niranjan DeVa Aditya. and Steven Livengo:xl deserve
special thanks. They nO( only provided the original idea for the e\'ent
but also coordinated its implementation. Many thanks go to all. and
we look forward 10 Ihe nex t gathering.
Fred Kellogg was also the author of a recent Ripon study which
has received widespread acclaim. The paper. entitled .. A Plan for
Reform of the Criminal J ustice System:' called for abolishing
insanity defenses. establ ishing commissions to replace judges and
juries in determining sentences, and making criminals compensate
their victims. These proposals as reported in a recent broadcast of
"The CBS Evening News" and in a number of daily papers, are
designed to reduce the level and cost of crime as well as to relieve the
plight of innocent victims. One of the most interesting replies came.
howe\'er. from a former convict. Citing the need to "take the profit
out of crime." the ex-auto theft ringleader said that the psychology
of the criminal must be understood in order to develop a workable
crime solution. This. he said. begins with making sure crime does
not pay. Fora copy of the Ripon analysis. please sendSI .50 to: The
Ripon Society, 419 New Jersey Avenue. S.E .. WashingtOn. D.C.
20003.
Interest in Ripon chapters continues to grow. During the April
annual meeting. chapters at Harvard and in Boston were granted
provisional status. Since both ha\'e been active in hosting candidate
forums and providing research work. it will most likely be a matter of
time before they meet all by-law regulations.
In fact. Boston Ripon has made plans to host another gubernatorial
debate. The first debate was held in March and both events show a
spirited desire to encourage the discussion of ide as during a political
campaign.
Ripon activity is also occurring in Memphis where Linda Miller.
Bill Gibbons. aJld Aaron Tatum hosted a recen t luncheon for
.. Memphis Moderates." It was a purposefully unstructured meeting.
leaving room for "interesting philosophical discussions and good
company." Gibbons. a former special assistant 10 Tennessee
Go\'ernor Lamar Alexander. has also been named chairman of the
Memphis Jobs Conference. an organization formed by Alexander
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to develop proposals fOf' job training. yoolh unemployment. and
urban revitalization.
In Iowa. Ri pon member John Merriman organized a May
meeting in Des Moines to hear Ri pon Chaimlan J im Leach speak.
Over 60 people showed up for the chapter kick~ofT. and plans arc
underway for a state wide meeting.
Hawaii is the site of another possible Ri pon chapter. State Rep.
Michael Liu has been actively recruiting members and already has
held two meetings. Anyone interested in joining this group should
contact: State Rep. Michael M. Liu. House of Representatives,
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813.
The New York Ri pon Society remains as busy as ever. too. On
June 3, the chapter held a panel discussion on: "The Nuclear
Freeze: How Can Nuclear Arms be Controlled?" Participating in
thc meeting were Keith Best. a member of Parliament and thc Bow
Group; Jo hn Topping. Ripo n Forum editorial chairman: and Dr.
Jonathan Lorch. a representative of the Physicians for Social
Responsibility.
In addition. interest has been shown in Houston and Seattle to
form Ripon chapters. Anyone wishing to find out more about these
groups. or about staning a chapter. please contact: Greg Kno pp.
The Ripon Society. 419 New Jersey Avenue. S.E .. Washington,
D.C. 20003.
The Ripon Forum is particularly sad to announce that Richard
Kessler, Ripon executive director. and David Vandermeulen.
Ripon assistant research director. will be leaving the staff this
summer. Kessler will join the Was hington lobbying firm of Jack
McDonald and Associates. while Vandermeulen will begin law
school this fall. It was Kessler who provided the energy and vision
needed for last year's renovation efforts. and will leave the
o rganization on a s ubstantially improved basis. Vande:meulen
made his mark in authoring papers on alternatives for funding Slate
and local governments and reforming health care financing. BO(h
will be sorely missed. but the Forum extends best wishes for their
future endeavors.
•

Rep. Leach. Secrelory Weblberger, and M inisler Blakerlislen/ocon/erenCf!
remarks by U. S . 51'110101' John To,,·e,.
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Political Notes and Quotes
a labor liaison to its staff. Pat Cleary. the new appointee, formerly
was a staff attorney forthe Occupational Safety and Health Review
Commission and is a member of the American Federation of
Government Employees (AFL.-CIO). He will work to establish
what Richard Richards calls .. a constructive dialogue with labor."
In addition. the RNC head has formed a labor advisory committee
and will place a labor rep on the RNC executive committee ..

Congressional members aI/ending the Ri{XJn 20th mmil'ersof)' eel('bralion.
baek row, (/0 r, Reps. Jim Leaeh. Larry DeNardi$, Ste ...art McKimr!!)"
Barber Conable. Tim Petri, and Bill Green. Front ro .... 110 r, Reps. Marge
Roukema. Margartl Heckler, and Sf/rio COllie.
Rep. Si(",'o COllie addresses Ih e 20lh
annil'ersa ry dinner.

StualOr Mark Andrews
accepls his oward
OSOIl "Ou!S/(Il1dillg
Freshmal10f
Ihe 971h COllg ress.··

Thc Ripon Society celebrated its 20th anniversary May 27 al a
dinner in Washington. D .C The featurcd speakcrwas Rcp. Silvio
O. Conte, R-Ma. and ranking Republican on the House Appropriations Committee. Contc. in his remarks beforc noted officials and
longtime Ripon activists, recounted the early days of the Ripon
Society and made note of Its contribution to the Republican Party.
T hrough the past 20 years. hc noted. " T he Ri pon Socicty and its
publications have becn a sanctuary for those who hold dcar thc
founding principles of our Rcpublic and a haven forthose unafraid of
being ahead of thcir timc."
The twelvc tenn congressman. who was honored by the Ripon
Society as its "Republican of the Year," also spoke on the future of
moderates within the GOP. " The time progressive Republicans
have been needed the most," Conte said. "has been when our party
has had morc powcr in the legislative and executive·branches. Those
havc been the timcs to maintain our strength. encourage new ideas.
and kcep our peoplc and principles united and directed."
Thc Forum would like to ~ngratulate the Ripon Congressional
AdviSOry Board for its part in making the celebration a rcal succcss.
Currently, plans arc being madc for similardinncrs in New York and
Boston, whcre the Society was fonned in 1962 ..
Special congratulations are in order for Ripon Congressional
Advisory Board Mcmber Millicent Fenwick. Rep. Fenwick received
the Ncw Jersey GO P senatorial nod in early J une. She defeated
conservative JefT Bcll (See March Forum) and will now face
Democrat F rank Lautenberg in November .
Conscious of its image among blacks, the White Housc has
appointed two high ran king black officials to the presidential staff.
Melvin L Bradley. the presidcnt's top black aide. was selectcd
along with fonner Pcpsi assistant treasurcr Wendcll Wilkie Gunn to
work on U.S. tradc policy. The move was seen as part of a wider
effort to improve Whitc House relations with black Americans ...
In othcr movcs to close the gap between the president and what
onc pollster said is " the majority of voters:' the RNC has appointed
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Looking at races around the country. Connecticut's Senate
contest remains close. As of early June, Democrat Toby Moffett
was still the front runner, but Re publicans Lowell Weicker and
Prescon Bush are chasing hard. Weicker, the incumbent Republican
senator who may run as an independent if de nied the party
nomination, trails Bus h by 25 perce nt in the GOP race. However, in
a two-way heat with Moffett, he trails by only three points. (Bus h
trails Moffett by nine points.) In a three-way contest, Moffett
receivcs 3 1 percent, Weicker 29. and Bush 25 ...
In the GOP race for Moffett's congressional seat, State Senator
Nancy Johnson, a moderate Republican. is pitted against the 1980
G OP nominee, Nick Schaus. Forum correspondent Mike Lewyn
reports that Johnson has most of the party pros' support and that he r
moderate views suit the district If she gets the nod, Lewyn predicts
she will face State Rep. Bill Cuny. a liberal Democrat .
Joi ning the Senate race in Maryland is Republican Dallas
Merrell. Merrell. a management consultant fil ed for candidacy on
April 27th, hoping to defeat Lany Hogan for the GOP SIOl The
former Ford campaign worker also worked on the 1980 ReaganBush transition team. He has received campaign assistance from the
president's pollster, Richard Wirthlin. and Charles Bailey. former
deputy chairman of the RNC .. .
In Minnesota, Ri pon National Governing Board mem ber Craig
Shaver has announced his candidacy for that state's House of
Representatives. He has already received the party endorsement in
District 45A, defeating two right wing candidates. Shave r hopes 10
concentrate on the high costs of workmen's and unem ployment
comp in Minnesota.
Midwestern Republicans will also lose the service of three very
experienced leaders. Rep. Tom RailSback, R-IIL, was defeated in a
March primary as was Rep. Edward Derwinski, R-Ill. Railsback. a
Ri pon Congressional Advisory Board stalwart, was defeated by a
New Right candidate. state Senator Kenneth McMillan, while
Derwinski, ranking Republican on the House Foreign Affairs
Committee. was thrown into a race against his congressional pal
George O' Bricn, the eventual victor. And Wisconsin Governor Lee
Dreyfus has announced that he will not seek reelection this year. In a
surprise move, Dreyfus indicated thai he wilJ either return to the
University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point.. where he had been
chancellor, or become a television commentator.
And in Texas, fonner Dallas City Councilwoman Lucy Patterson
has announced her candidacy for Democrat Martin F rost's
congressional seat. Patterson hopes to become the first black
woman Republican elected to Congress. She has al ready blasted the
Dcmocrats, claiming they support thc Voting Rights Act in
Washington but have undennined it in redistricting plans back
home. Texas correspondent Paul Cozby also reports that Republicans
will be involved in a tough fight for a new seat in Arli ngton, Texas.
Republican J im Bradshaw, who ran against House Majority Leadcr
Jim Wright in 1980. will challcngc fonner Arlington Mayor Tom
Vandcrgriff, a DcmocraL for the slatc's 26th congressional district
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